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Abstract: Multihoming is increasingly being employed by large enterprises and data centers to extract good
performance and reliability from their ISP connections. Multihomed end networks today can employ a variety
of route control products to optimize their Internet access performance and reliability. However, little is known
about the tangible benefits that such products can offer the  mechanisms  they  employ  and  their  trade-offs.
This paper makes two important contributions. First, we present a study of the potential improvements in
Internet round-trip times (RTTs) and transfer speeds from employing multihoming route control. Our analysis
shows that multihoming to three or more ISPs and cleverly scheduling traffic across the ISPs can improve
Internet RTTs and throughputs by up to 25% and 20%, respectively. However, a careful selection of ISPs is
important to realize the performance improvements. Second, focusing on large enterprises, we propose and
evaluate a wide-range of route control mechanisms and evaluate their design trade-offs. We implement the
proposed schemes on Socket based Web proxy and perform a Trace-base  devaluation  of  their  performance.
We show that both passive and active measurement-based techniques are equally effective and could improve
the Web response times of enterprise networks by up to 25% on  average,  compared  to  using  a  single  ISP.
We also outline several “best common practices” for the design of route control products.
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INTRODUCTION interested in optimizing network performance for their own

Multihoming approach implements to multiple
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have traditionally been Problem Statement: Normally Enterprises use single ISP
employed    by   end-networks   to   ensure  reliability  of for their data transfer. Which has no chance to Improve in
Internet access. However, over the past few years, Internet round-trip times (RTTs) and transfer speeds or
multihoming      has      been       increasingly       leveraged throughput.
for    improving     wide-area      network    performance, Although multihoming to multiple Internet Service
lowering bandwidth costs and optimizing the way in Providers   (ISPs)    has traditionally     been
which upstream links are used. Multihoming route control employed by end-networks to ensure reliability of Internet
does not require any modification to routing protocols access [4].
and relies solely on end-network decisions [1]. A number of products provide these route control

Therefore, if our research shows that route control capabilities to large enterprise customers who have their
can offertangibleperformance improvements in practice, own public as number and advertise their IP address
this will imply that good performance can still be extracted prefixes to upstream ISPs using BGP. Recognizing that not
from the network by making clever use of available all enterprises are large enough to warrant BGP peering
Internet routes [2]. with ISPs, another class of products extends these

We explore several design alternatives for extracting advantages to smaller multihomed organizations  which
performance     benefits    from   multihoming in   practice. do not use BGP. All of these products use a variety of
Our focus is on enterprise networks with multiple ISP mechanisms and policies for route control but aside from
connections. We primarily consider mechanisms used for marketing statements, little is known about their
inbound route control, since enterprises are mainly quantitative benefits.

clients who download content from the server [3].
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Fig. (a): Functional block diagram of optimizing cost and performance for multihoming

Proposed Sytem Load Balancing and Server Redirect: Dynamic load
Client:     First     to     check     the     user    authorization. balancing process is performed and request redirected to
If authorization is valid then user allows the source for file the server.
Downloading process. Else throw the error message to the
users. After that select the download file format from the MATERIALS AND METHODS
list. After selecting file type, respective file names are
displayed. Selecting the filename from the filename list and Round-Trip Delay Time: One problem that must be
then download file request send to route controller. resolved when using a Transmission Control Protocol

Internet Service Provider: Get the download Request The round-trip delay time (RTD) or round-trip time (RTT)
from main servers Performs the each client download is a big factor in helping to decide what to do in each
request process one by one Synchronization method via case.
process all the client request. RTT may also be used to find the best possible route.

Multihoming Performance: Here we save file name and takes for a signal to be sent plus the length of time it takes
respective accessed ISP In this module we maintain for an acknowledgment of  that   signal   to   be   received.
frequently accessed file and respective ISP At a particular In the context of computer networks, the signal is
time duration client want to download the same file means generally a data packet and the RTT time is also known as
that frequently accessed ISP again handle that file even the ping time [6].
though previous file accessed by another ISP [5]. An  internet  user  can   determine   the   RTT by

If a single ISP has a problem then the respective using  the  ping  command.  In  space  technology, the
client requests will be forwarded to next ISP. So the entire round-trip delay time or Round Trip Light Time is the time
network will not get down. light (and hence any signals) takes to go to the spacecraft

Load Balancing Server Network  links  with   both   a   high   bandwidth   and
User Identification: Checks the client request, that is a high RTT  can have   a   very   large   amount   of   data
comes from authorized client or not. (the bandwidth-delay product) "in flight" at any given

Update Load Threshold Delay: Each client request design. One example is the TCP window scale option.
processing time, the threshold value is dynamically
changed. This value is used to assign the server in one Active Technique: Active method is used to select the ISP
client which is having high throughput than others by

If an ISP is not running, requests will be redirect to comparing the response time of available ISP. It calculates
other running ISPs. the t1, t2, t3 time slots for a certain number of packets.

All server and ISP status will be maintains in table. The next   component   is  selecting  the  best  ISP.
Frequently accessed file and respective server will store This choice must be made on a per-destination basis at
in table. fine time-scales.

(TCP) is how to deal with timeouts and retransmissions.

In telecommunications, the RTT is the length of time it

and to return.

time. Such "long fat pipes" require a special protocol
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An important issue is whether historical data about Future Enchancements: By employing overlay multi
ISP performance to a given destination should be routing     we    can    further   improve   performance   of
employed. In general, the performance of an ISP to a end-networks. A detailed comparison of these active
destination     can     be    tracked   using   a   smoothed, measurement schemes is future work. By implementing
time-weighted estimate of the performance. this concept is the future work.

Passive Technique: Passive method finds the ISP which REFERENCES
is having the minimum response time that is calculated by
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